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Explosive    & Command

Velvet ear-pad: Provide great comfort and bass focus sound performance

Flexible microphone boom: Ultra soft microphone boom can be easily 
positioned directly in front of the user’s mouth for best audio input to 
your mouth and receive the best sound quality. You and pushing the 
microphone boom allows the Shock ONE to be store securely

Headband pad: soft leather pad dramatically improves usage comfort 
during those long gaming sessions

Headband adjustment: Steel constructed for durability and enables 
the headset to be fitted comfortably

Proprietary hinge mechanism allows the Shock ONE to be easily folded 
for easy storage and transportation

Illuminated Tt logo

10-foot braided USB cable with Velcro strap

Gold-plated USB connectors to ensure best audio signal integrity

Volume up: Increases the volume

Microphone mute switch: Mute the microphone when needed

Speaker mute switch: to mute the audio sound instantly when needed

Button lock switch: The controller can be switched to LOCK mode to 
prevent accidental switch during game

Tt logo illumination switch: To Switch ON/OFF for the Tt logo illumination

Volume down: Lowers the volume

Tt logo indication on headset
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Powered by dts™ Surround Sensation 
Headphone technology.
dts™ is a lossy audio encoding scheme 
that supports up to 5.1 channels of 
discrete audio.  Though the vast 
majority of dts™ digital surround 
soundtracks consist of 5.1 channels, 
the fact is that it can be composed of 
less than 5.1 discrete channels.
To ensure that your headset enhance 
sound effecting during long gaming 
session.

Explosive    & Command

Features
Professional gaming headset with  sensation for virtual 5.1 
Channel Surround Sound

Flexible microphone boom can be adjusted to a direct vocal reception

Durable braided cable for hassle-free usage

Gold plated USB connector to ensure the optimal sound quality

dts™
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